Aim 29
Understanding how ecological and evolutionary processes interact with historical 78 factors to shape global biodiversity patterns remains a major goal of biology. The latitudinal 79 diversity gradient (LDG) is the most general biogeographic pattern, yet we still lack a 80 consensus understanding of its mechanisms (Pianka, 1966; Willig et al., 2003; Mittelbach et 81 al., 2007; Fine, 2015) . This is likely because many biological, physical, and historical factors 82 that could plausibly affect diversity vary systematically with latitude, and thus a large number 83 of hypotheses have been developed to explain the pattern. However, testing the predictions of 84 different hypotheses empirically and evaluating their relative merits has proven to be a 85
challenge. 86
Pheidole as a model taxon to test hypotheses for the latitudinal diversity gradient. While over a hundred hypotheses have been proposed to explain the gradient (Willig et al., 2003; 110 Mittelbach et al., 2007; Fine, 2015) , these can roughly be sorted under three umbrella 111 hypotheses which we use to frame our study: i) the Diversification Rate hypothesis (DRH), ii) 112
the Tropical Conservatism Hypothesis (TCH), and iii) the Ecological Regulation Hypothesis 113 (ERH). 114
First, the Diversification Rate Hypothesis posits that there is some causal factor that 115 affects speciation and/or extinction rates and varies with latitude (e.g. reviewed in Pianka, 116 1966; Mittelbach et al., 2007; Fine, 2015) . This leads to a latitudinal disparity in species 117 accumulation rate that underlies the gradient, rather than any regulation of total species 118 numbers. Many such potential causal factors have been proposed. For example, temperature 119 may affect mutation rates, which in turn could affect the rates of evolution of reproductive 120 incompatibilities (Rohde, 1992) . Such hypotheses about speciation contribute to the idea that 121 faster origination in the tropics and dispersal outward lead to differential accumulation rates 122 across latitude: the "out of the tropics" model (Jablonski et al., 2006) . Or, extinction rates 123 could be higher in the temperate than tropical zone to due greater climatic variability (Weir & 124 Schluter, 2007; Rolland et al., 2014) . The prediction of the DRH is straightforward: net 125 diversification rate inferred from a phylogeny should be higher in tropical lineages compared 126 with extratropical lineages. 127 such as ants need to overwinter in the higher latitudes. One additional key prediction of the 143 TCH is that temperate diversification matches the timing of global cooling: specifically, that 144 diversification of cold-adapted lineages accelerated after the Oligocene cooling 34mya. 145
Finally, the Ecological Regulation Hypothesis (ERH) posits that, due to some causal 146 factor that varies with latitude, more species can coexist locally and regionally in tropical 147 ecosystems than in temperate ecosystems. In this case, diversity is saturated at or near some 148 ecological limit, and this "carrying capacity" of species varies with latitude regulating 149 diversity from the top-down (Rabosky & Hurlbert, 2015) . This is perhaps due to limitations 150 on species coexistence that are driven by productivity or other factors (Pianka, 1966; Hurlbert 151 & Stegen, 2014b) . Speciation and extinction rates may vary over time to regulate richness at 152 the requisite quota for a geographic region, but are not causally responsible for the disparity 153 in diversity. Likewise, latitudinal affinity may be highly conserved or evolve quickly, but it 154 would be immaterial to the origins of the gradient if diversity is regulated at levels that vary 155 with latitude. 156
In a parallel study, Economo According to the TCH, the tropical ancestry of Pheidole combined with phylogenetic niche 187 conservatism is sufficient to explain why there are more species in the tropics. The DRH 188 predicts that Pheidole diversified more rapidly in the tropics, and this explains the disparity in 189 diversity. Finally, we examine whether there is evidence for ecological limits to Pheidole 190 diversification (ERH) by examining whether the radiation is undergoing pulse-like bursts of 191 diversification. If so, we would expect a series of diversification pulses followed by 192 slowdowns as the genus colonized different regions around the globe. Pheidole taxa for sequencing, focusing on sampling more taxa from the Neotropics, 223
Madagascar, and SE Asia, which had been undersampled in previous analyses. In all, we 224 increased the number of species from 282 taxa in the most recent global Pheidole phylogeny 225 (Economo et al., 2015a) to 449 taxa in the current contribution (Table S2) . relatively poorly known groups such as insects. While there is still a pronounced latitudinal 230 gradient in Pheidole even among described species, there are undoubtedly many undescribed 231 species in the genus, and it is probable they are disproportionately found in the tropics. While 232 accounting for unobserved species is a challenge in any analysis, we devised an approximate 233 method to calculate sampling completeness across areas given the information in hand, and 234 use these estimates in our analysis of diversification rate. (elongation factor 1-alpha F2), Top1 (DNA topoisomerase 1)], and one mitochondrial locus 242 [CO1 (cytochrome oxidase 1)]. In a previous study (Economo et al. 2015a ), all 9 loci were 243 sequenced for a subset of 65 taxa representing the main Pheidole lineages around the world, while three loci (COI, Lop1, and His3.3B) were sequenced for all taxa to fill out the clades (217 taxa). This hierarchically redundant sampling design was chosen for reasons cost and 246 time efficiency and to maximize the number of taxa, combined with the fact that many of the 247 slow-evolving nuclear genes provide less information on recent divergences. 248
We added 167 new Pheidole taxa to this existing dataset by extending this sampling 249 design and sequencing COI, Lop1, and His3.3B. We did not plan to sequence all 9 loci unless 250 we found novel divergent clades not represented by taxa with all 9 genes sequenced in the 251 earlier study (and we did not). Ant samples from field collections fixed in 95% EtOH were 252 extracted for DNAs using DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). The 253 whole ant body was incubated in the extraction buffer without grinding during the first step, 254 and then the complete ant specimen was removed before filtering and cleaning the extracts 255 via a provided column. Extracted DNAs were subsequently used for PCR reactions for one 256 mitochondrial (CO1) (Folmer et al., 1994) (Table S2 ). To generate codon-aware alignments for these loci, 267
we first searched NCBI's non-redundant CDS database (Clark et al., 2016) for reliable amino 268 acid sequences for all loci and retrieved such sequences for seven of the nine loci with the 269 following accession numbers: AIM2284.1 (CAD), ABW70333.1(CO1), EZA53539.1 (EF-1α 270 F2), EGI60526.1 (His3.3B), ABW36758.1 (Lop1), EGI59282.1 (unc-4), and AIM43286.1 271 (Top1). These sequences were used as references for generating codon-aware alignments. 272
The CAD, unc-4, and Top1 alignments generated using MAFFT v7.205 (Katoh & Standley, 273 2013) (--retree 4; --maxiterate 1000) showed no frameshift mutations and/or insertions and 274 deletions. However, the CO1, EF-1α F2, His3.3B, and Lop1 alignments did not match the 275 reference sequences, showing disruptions in the translated amino acid alignments (such as the 276 presence of numerous stop codons). For these loci, we used a codon-aware alignment translations of the reliable amino acid reference sequences, accounting for all possibilities at 279 each codon position, were passed as reliable input sequences to the software, we were able to 280 assign codon positions within the exons in these seven loci. The resulting alignments were 281 manually inspected and cleaned using Geneious R8 software. Furthermore, we identified, 282 extracted, and separately aligned intronic regions wherever necessary. The remaining two 283 loci, LOC15 and GRIK-2, were aligned using MAFFT. We concatenated all nine alignments 284 and once again manually cleaned the master alignment, resulting in an alignment containing 285 8839 sites. 286
We used PartitionFinder v1.1.1 (Lanfear et al., 2012) to determine the partitioning 287 scheme and corresponding models of molecular evolution. The model scope included HKY, 288 HKY+Γ, SYM, SYM+Γ, GTR, GTR+Γ, TrN, TrN+Γ, K80, K80+Γ, TrNef, TrNef+Γ, JC, and 289 JC+Γ, branch lengths were set to 'linked', and model selection and comparison was set to 290 Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). PartitionFinder identified an optimal scheme 291 containing 16 partitions (Table S3 ). We used ClockstaR (Duchene et al., 2014) to determine 292 the optimal number of clock models across our partitions for relaxed-clock phylogenetics, 293 and a single linked clock was preferred based on the SEMmax criterion. 294
Our primary phylogenetic inference was conducted in BEAST2 v2.1.3 (Bouckaert et 295 al., 2014), but we first performed maximum likelihood (ML) reconstruction in RAxML 296 v8.0.25 (Stamatakis, 2014) . Using the partitioning scheme described above and the GTR+Γ 297 model, we ran 75 ML inferences with 1000 bootstraps to find the ML tree. Using the chronos 298 function in the ape package in R (Paradis et al., 2004) , we scaled the tree by calibrating the 299 root node to a range of 50-60my. This tree was used as the starting tree for the BEAST2 300 analyses, but the topology was not fixed. 301
Unfortunately there are no reliable fossil calibrations available to date nodes within 302 the genus. Thus, the age of the group can only be informed by the age of the stem node and 303 information from fossils in related taxa across the subfamily Myrmicinae. Thus, because our 304 analysis is concentrated within Pheidole, we preferred to use the stem node age distribution 305 (i.e. the most recent common ancestor of Pheidole and its sister lineage limitation, the analyses in this paper depend mostly on relative, rather than absolute ages, and 313 we draw no conclusions based on the precise timing of nodes in the tree. 314
We used a relaxed lognormal clock model linked across partitions (due to ClockstaR 315 results), and used the partitioning scheme and models identified with PartitionFinder. Six 316 independent analyses were run and chains were stopped between 45 and 80 million 317 generations, after we observed convergence using Tracer software v1.6.0 (Rambaut 2014) . 318
We discarded the leading 33% of saved states as burnin, combined the remaining trees from 319 all runs to create the posterior set, and generated the Maximum Clade Credibility tree and 320 nodes set to median height. After pruning the outgroup, this tree was used for all subsequent 321 analyses. The main advantage of BAMM is that complex mixture models can be assessed with 333 rate shifts across the tree, including accelerating and decelerating diversification rates. While 334 trait-dependent diversification models are not fit directly, trait-diversification correlations can 335 be assessed post hoc using structured rate permutations that estimate correlations while 336 accounting for phylogenetic dependency (Rabosky & Huang, 2015) . We use BAMM to test 337 for correlations between latitude and net diversification rate, and evaluate evidence of 338 decelerating diversification (ecological regulation of diversity) overall and in relation to the 339 colonization of continents. 340
While BAMM has strengths in inferring complex mixtures of diversification 341 processes, they are not explicitly trait-dependent, and the SSE family of methods explicitly 342 fits models of trait-dependent diversification. SSE methods have been developed with 343 different kinds of trait data, either based on binary traits (BISSE, Maddison et al., 2007) , 344 continuous traits (QuaSSE, FitzJohn, 2010), or explicitly geographic traits (GeoSSE, speciation and extinction, they have the problem that differences in the focal trait are the only 347 mechanisms that can cause shifts in macroevolutionary rates. If the real process has complex 348 rate shifts then a more complex trait dependent model may fit better than a homogeneous null 349 model, even if the shifts are not related to the traits per se, leading to type-I errors (Rabosky 350 & Goldberg, 2015) . These problems are at least partially solved by HiSSE (Beaulieu & 351 O'Meara, 2016), a method that fits binary trait-dependent speciation and extinction models 352 that can be formally tested against similarly complex trait-independent models. We thus 353 primarily used HiSSE for our analysis. Since GeoSSE has been implemented for explicitly 354 geographic dynamics, we also fit that model as a secondary test and present that analysis in 355 the supplement. 356
Finally, as an additional test for variation in speciation rate with latitude, we used a 357 non-parametric method, FiSSE (Rabosky & Goldberg, 2017) , that does not depend on an 358 assumed model structure and is robust to false inferences of trait-dependent evolution given a 359 range of underlying complex evolutionary dynamics. FiSSE is limited to testing speciation 360 rate differences it does not directly test for diversification rate differences. However, many 361 (but not all) hypotheses for why diversification rate could vary with latitude are based on 362 mechanisms acting on speciation rate (e.g. out-of-the-tropics model is one), so it is a partial 363 test of the broader Diversification Rate Hypothesis. Information for justification). To account for potential oversampling of Nearctic species, we 375 performed a series of runs where we lowered the number of Nearctic species by randomly 376 pruning 21 (of total 48) Nearctic tips from the tree ten times and performed a BAMM run on 377 each replicate, using the M assumption for the GlobalSamplingFraction parameter. 378
Using the posteriors generated from these MCMC runs, we sought to 1) explore the 379 overall pattern of Pheidole diversification, 2) assess whether there is evidence of diversity regulation, particularly decelerating diversification over time and after colonization of new 381 areas, and 3) test for latitudinal dependency in diversification rate while accounting for 382 phylogenetic non-independence. We visualized the linage specific diversification with the 383 plot.bammdata function from BAMMtools, and the time plot of clade-specific diversification 384 rate was plotted with the plotRateThroughTime function. We used STRAPP (e.g. the 385 traitDependentBAMM function in BAMMtools) to test for significance of any latitude-386 diversification correlations. We tested for diversification rate vs. either tropicality index or 387 absolute midpoint latitude (one-tailed, 10000 iterations, Spearman's rho as test statistic). We 388 also checked whether our results were robust to using Pearson correlation as test statistic or 389 coding latitude as a binary variable and using Mann-Whitney test (tropicality>0 or 390 tropicality<0). dependent BiSSE models to be compared to a character-independent model of similar 402 complexity (CID-2, with two hidden states A and B) and more complicated HiSSE models to 403 be compared to models of similar complexity (CID-4, with four hidden states A, B, C, D). 404 BiSSE (trait dependent speciation-extinction), HiSSE (trait-dependent speciation/extinction 405 with hidden states that also affect speciation/extinction) and CID (trait-independent models 406 with hidden states that affect speciation/extinction) are best used together and models with all 407 structures can be compared. 408
We fit a range of models with increasing complexity, starting with the BiSSE family 409 of models under the following sets of constraints on the parameters: all diversification and 410 transition rates equal among states, diversification equal but transition rates different (i.e. 411 speciation and or extinction changes with latitude, but transition rates among temperate and extinction vary with state, but transition rates are equal), or all rates free unconstrained to vary with state (the full BiSSE model). 415
The HiSSE models allow speciation/extinction/transition rates to vary with the focal 416 trait and also among two hidden traits. One question in implementing HiSSE is how to set the 417 transition parameters among states (combination of observed 0/1 and hidden A/B states, with 418 combined state space 0A, 1A, 0B, 1B). We followed suggestions of the authors of the method 419 (Beaulieu & O'Meara, 2016) , either setting all transition rates to be equal, or assumed a three 420 parameter rates in which transitions between the observed states could vary but transitions 421 between hidden states is a single parameter. 422
The CID-2 and CID-4 models are fit including 2 or 4 hidden states, respectively, but 423 with no dependence on the observed traits. The CID-2 is a null model of similar complexity 424 to the full BiSSE model, and the CID-4 is a null model of similar complexity to the HiSSE 425 model. For these, we also assumed alternatively a single rate for all state transitions 426 (observed and hidden) or a three-rate model including two rates for transitions between the 427 observed states and one between all hidden states. 428
We implemented all of the above analyses using functions in the R package hisse 429 (Beaulieu & O'Meara, 2016) . As with the BAMM analysis, we ran all models using either the 430 (L, M, H) assumptions about sampling completeness, and for the global Pheidole and New 431 World only. For the New World analyses, we additionally adjusted the sampling fraction 432 (M*) to account for possible undersampling of tropical species relative to extratropical 433 species. As the ML optimization does not always find the global minimum from a single 434 starting point, we ran 20 ML searches for each model using random starting parameters 435 chosen from a uniform distribution on the interval (0,1). For all the models above, we ran 436 them alternatively assuming a fixed root in the tropical state, or root probability estimated 437 with the default "madwitz" method based on the data. As we found the results were 438 insensitive to the root method, we only present results with the default option. After all 439 BiSSE, HiSSE, and CID models were inferred, we compared all models with Akaike's 440 Information Criterion (AICc) scores. 441 442 FiSSE Approach: FiSSE (Rabosky & Goldberg, 2017 ) is a nonparametric test for trait-443 dependent speciation rates that does not assume an underlying model structure, but rather 444 depends on distributions of branch lengths in the different states. FiSSE is complementary to 445 the BiSSE and is robust to Type-I error. We performed both one-tailed and two-tailed tests of 446 FiSSE to test for speciation differences between temperate and tropical taxa, using the global the New World only where temperate species were thinned to account for possible 449 undersampling of the tropics (see supplemental). 450 451 Phylogenetic niche conservatism: We performed additional analyses to evaluate the degree to 452 which latitudinal affinity is conserved in Pheidole. For this, we first calculated two measures 453 of phylogenetic signal-Blomberg's K (Blomberg et al., 2003) and Pagel's lambda (Pagel, 454 1999 )-treating absolute latitudinal midpoint as a continuous trait, using the phylosig() 455 function in the R package phytools (Revell, 2012) . Second, to estimate the overall 456 evolutionary rates, we fit models of discrete character evolution (treating latitudinal affinity 457 as a binary variable) using the fitDiscrete() function in the R package geiger (Pennell et al., 458 2014) . To visualize the evolution of latitudinal affinity, we performed 100 stochastic 459 character maps on the empirical tree using the make.simmap() function, and plotted a 460 summary of state probabilities with the function densityMap(), both from the phytools 461 package. Finally, to estimate whether the inferred rate of evolution combined with tropical 462 ancestral state is consistent with the observed richness difference even in the absence of 463 diversity regulation and diversification rate differences, we simulated niche evolution on the 464 empirical tree and maximum likelihood model with the sim.history() function from phytools. 465
While tree shape and trait state are not necessarily independent (i.e. the dependent model is 466 implemented in the HiSSE analysis), this analysis asks whether we would be likely to 467 observe a gradient even if they were independent, given that Pheidole likely has a tropical 468 ancestor and given the rate that latitudinal affinity evolves. Pheidole likely has a tropical 469 ancestor as the most basal Pheidole species, P. fimbriata, and the sister lineage of Pheidole, 470 Cephalotes + Procryptocerus, are tropical (Moreau, 2008; Ward et al., 2015) . 471 diversification rate in the tropics. The BiSSE model detected a slightly higher diversification 513 rate in the extratropical zone and the HiSSE model either fit models where tropical 514 diversification was higher than extratropical while in one hidden state and lower in the other 515 hidden state, or where the extratropical diversification was always higher in both hidden 516 states. For the New World, use of the sampling effort correction removed this slight, and non-517 significant difference. The GeoSSE analysis, presented in the supplement, showed overall 518 similar results to BiSSE, a positive latitude-diversification rate trend in the New World, but 519 not global, Pheidole that is not robust to the correction for latitudinal undersampling, with 520 some differences in the dispersal pattern inferred probably due to differences the way 521 geographic states are coded. We can only assume that if a CID-like null model were available 522 for GeoSSE, it would also perform better than GeoSSE as it did for BiSSE. 523
524
The FiSSE analysis was also consistent with the other analyses in showing no ltrop=0.27, two tailed p>0.88), but a positive speciation-latitude correlation for the New 527
World alone (ltemp =0.30, ltrop =0.20, two-tailed p<0.026). However, when we dropped 528 extratropical tips from the phylogeny to simulate potential latitudinal undersampling of the 529 tropics, this difference was much more modest and no longer significant (n=10, mean 530 ltemp=0.24, S.E.=0.005, mean ltrop=0.20, S.E. = 0.0002, p range: 0.19-0.72 among replicates). 531 532 Table 1 : Summary of delta AICc from the BiSSE and HiSSE trait-dependent models, and the two null models, CID-2 and CID-4. CID-2 is similar in model complexity to the BiSSE model, while CID-4 is similar in model complexity to the HiSSE model. The models were run with different parameter constraints listed below. The L, M, H, refer to the low, medium, and high estimates of missing taxa. M* includes a correction for possible oversampling with latitude. The AICc minimizing model for each analysis is highlighted in bold. The extratropical lineages are clustered with each other on the tree, although it is clear 535 there were numerous transitions out of the tropics (Fig. 4) We find no evidence of higher diversification rate for tropical Pheidole lineages 553 across any of our analyses (Figs. 2-4, S1), as would be predicted by the Diversification Rate 554
Hypothesis. In general, the signal of latitude as a trait affecting macroevolutionary rates in the 555 BAMM, HiSSE, and FiSSE analyses was weak to non-existent. When there was some hint of 556 a correlation, for example in the best fitting (but still not better than null) HiSSE/BiSSE 557 analyses, and the FiSSE analysis for New World speciation rate uncorrected for latitudinal 558 sampling bias, it was in the direction of higher diversification/speciation in the temperate 559 zone. However, those correlations were not robust to reasonable assumptions about undersampling in the tropics, thus the overall picture is a lack of evidence for latitudinal 561 dependency for macroevolutionary rates. 562
We do not view our analysis as ruling out that such systematic macroevolution-563 latitude relationships may exist, even in Pheidole. Rather, our analysis only suggests that 564 such relationships are not the causal factor in the gradient. The Diversification Rate 565
Hypothesis is predicated on the fact that lineages reach different latitudes early on in their 566 evolution, but the disparity of richness is due to different accumulation rates over time. If 567 niche conservatism is too high for lineages to evolve out of the tropics (or vice versa) early 568 on in the radiation, there may be no chance for any latitude-macroevolutionary rate 569 correlations to manifest and be statistically detectible. Thus, we view our analysis as stronger 570 evidence that a diversification rate-latitude correlation is not causal in the latitudinal gradient 571 in Pheidole, rather than showing that no such relationship exists in Pheidole which could 572 affect biodiversity patterns under the right conditions. 573
While there is no evidence for relationship between diversification rate and latitude, 574 the pattern of diversification suggests Pheidole evolution is being shaped by diversity 575 regulation. Even if one assumes that there are over 1300 undescribed Pheidole species (the 576 higher end of our estimated range) in addition to the 1175 currently described species, our 577 analysis found that diversification is still decelerating in the genus. Moreover, there is 578 evidence that diversification accelerated after colonization of new areas, specifically when 579
Pheidole colonized the Old World, and again after it colonized Australia and New Guinea. 580
This lends further support to the idea that there are ecological limits to Pheidole diversity, 581 because when new continents are colonized, ecological opportunity is high. However, it is 582 more difficult to determine if these limits vary with latitude in a way that is causally 583 responsible for the richness gradient. For example, the limits to diversity could be similar at 584 all latitudes, but phylogenetic conservatism could be causing the higher latitudes to lag 585 behind tropical latitudes in reaching their steady state. Here we might expect a positive trend 586 of Pheidole diversification rate running counter to the richness gradient, because temperate 587 zones would be further from the equilibrium number of species. While there were some hints 588 of a positive latitude-diversification correlation (e.g. Supplemental Fig. S2 ), there was not a 589 robust and statistically supported relationship. A future direction would be to examine how 590 niche overlap and coexistence in Pheidole varies with latitude or energetic constraints, as has 591 been pursued in better studied taxa such as birds (Pigot et al., 2016) . 592
Overall, the results match the predictions of the tropical conservatism hypothesis evolves slowly enough to make a richness gradient the most likely outcome simply due its 596 tropical ancestry and phylogenetic inertia. Thus, our study joints a series of recent studies 597 supporting the TCH for woody plants (Kerkhoff et al., 2014 is correlated with latitude within the large clades, but biological differences among clades 612 obscured this pattern. Within Pheidole, diversification rate is much less heterogeneous, but 613 there is still no evidence of a negative latitudinal correlation, implying that lack of 614 phylogenetic resolution within large clades was not hiding this relationship in the previous 615 analysis (Economo et al. In Press). Pheidole provides additional insight that diversity 616 regulation is a prominent feature of the global evolution of the genus, although it is unclear if 617 it is a causal factor in the gradient. Finally, since we have a better handle on sampling biases 618 within Pheidole than we do for ants as a whole, we can be more confident that latitudinal 619 sampling biases are not masking latitudinal diversification rate variation. 620
While thus far the evidence is consistent with both phylogenetic niche conservatism 621 (TCH) and diversity regulation (ERH) playing a role in Pheidole diversification, determining 622 whether one alone or both together are responsible for the diversity gradient remains a 623 challenge for future work. Moreover, as these are "umbrella" hypotheses, each individual 624 hypothesis could encompass a range of different mechanisms. One way forward is a 625 hierarchical, systematic approach, where broad categories of hypotheses are evaluated (e.g. 626 like these in this study), followed then by more targeted studies devised to tease apart the 627 mechanisms within the larger classes of hypothesis that fit the data well. We also agree with the approach advocated by Hurlbert and Stegen (Hurlbert & Stegen, 2014a) , toward a quantitative formulation of multiple competing and intersecting hypotheses, combined with a 630 simulation-based approach to identify their key predictions. We felt initial efforts in this 631 direction were not yet mature enough to use as a basis for the current study, but look forward 632 to further development of the approach in the future. Finally, we need further work to resolve 633 and analyze other hyperdiverse ant radiations (e.g. Camponotus, Strumigenys, Tetramorium) 634 that also exhibit strong latitudinal gradients. 635
Despite the high level of research effort directed toward understanding the latitudinal 636 gradient, the matter is far from resolved (Mittelbach et al., 2007) . Studies have differed in 637 their conclusions about the origins of the gradient, probably due to both differences in 638 conceptual and methodological approaches and real variation in process and history across 639 taxonomic groups. The former should continue to improve as we develop more penetrating 640 quantitative methods that make use of more diverse data types. Variability across taxonomic 641 groups is best assessed and understood by examining more of them. The vast majority of 642 studies on the diversity gradient have focused on vertebrates. While of obvious intrinsic 643 interest, vertebrates may not be good surrogates for understanding general patterns across the 644 rest of the tree of life. 
